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Abstract

One of the key problems when extending relational database query languages to include deductive capabilities, is to

provide them with efficient methods for answering recursive queries. During the last few years many algorithms have

been proposed to deal with transitive closure computation of a relation. In this paper, we discuss some important cri-

teria for developing transitive closure algorithms. After presenting these issues, we describe an algorithm for transitive

closure computation and show some results of performance measurements comparing several algorithms.

1. Introduction

In the last few years the support of deductive capability in database systems (DBS) has been extensively required by

the increasing number of so-called "non-standard" applications. One of the most promising approaches to support

this requirement is to extend DBS to include the whole functionality underlying the theoretical foundation of first order

logic. In so doing, a user of such a Deductive DBS (DDBS) [GMN84] can descriptively express his queries as well as

his integrity constraints in first order logic. A traditional DBS user, on the other hand, has to implement such deduc-

tions by means of application programs embedding DB-calls.

In general, DDBS consist of a set of base relations (Extensional DB: EDB) with explicitly stored tuples and a set of

rules defining virtual relations (Intensional DB: IDB). The tuples of a virtual relation are derived from the clauses of

the IDB and from the tuples contained in the EDB. Such a derivation can be achieved by the dynamic view mechanism

of relational DBS, however, only to a certain extent: this mechanism cannot handle recursively defined virtual rela-

tions.

In the last few years this problem has received growing interest in the DB research area, leading to several proposals

of strategies to efficiently evaluate recursion in logical queries. An overview and analysis of some of the strategies

can be found in [BR86, HL86, Ya87]. Most of the existing strategies have been developed to deal with all types of

recursion. However, due to the existence of different types of recursion, it is almost impossible to develop a universal

strategy which handles all types of recursions and at same time works efficiently. For this reason, researchers have

concentrated on a special type of recursion - transitive closure problem (TC-problem), since most of the recursion

problems occurring in real world applications are of this type [HQC88, LMR87]. Furthermore, some large classes of

recursive queries, e.g. linear and nonlinear recursive queries, can be translated into a TC-problem proceeded and

followed by relational algebra operations [JAN87, ZY87, IW88].

In this paper, we give the reader an introduction to the TC-problem. Section 2 discusses some issues that are impor-

tant criteria for developing algorithms to evaluate the TC of a relation. Section 3 presents an algorithm according to
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these criteria. Section 4 provides the results of some performance measurements comparing different recursion strat-

egies.

2. The TC-Problem and its Evaluation

2.1 Definition

Using notation of Horn clauses the TC-problem can be defined as follows:

CLOSURE(X,Y) ← BASIS(X,Y)

CLOSURE(X,Y) ← CLOSURE(X,Z), BASIS(Z,Y)

Where BASIS(X,Y) is the base relation, whose transitive closure should be computed and held in the virtual relation

CLOSURE(X,Y) after evaluation. The arguments X, Y and Z have the same value domain.

In addition to this Horn clauses notation, the transitive closure can be represented by means of a directed graph. In

this representation, we can view a binary relation as a directed graph, where the nodes express attribute values of

the relation and edges express the tuples. If we consider BASIS as a base graph, then its transitive closure is also a

directed graph with the same set of nodes as BASIS. An edge in form <a, b> means that the node b is able to be

reached from the node a in the base graph.

The recursion depth of a relation is defined as the length of the longest path in the base graph .

2.2 Primitive Solution for TC-Problem

The simplest and most direct algorithm for evaluating a transitive closure of a relation is the Naive Evaluation [Ba86,

BMSU86]. In Naive Evaluation, the rules are compiled into an iterative program in which a composition (that is, a join

with a subsequent projection) is carried out to generate new tuples. They are then added to the result relation CLO-

SURE, which has previously been initiated with BASIS. The process is repeated until no new tuple can be generated.

The following relational algebra program (RA-program) describes the Naive algorithm [BR86]. For simplicity, at-

tributes of the relations have been omitted.

CLOSURE := BASIS

While  "generating new tuples "

begin

AUX := CLOSURE o BASIS

CLOSURE := CLOSURE + AUX

end

Here o stands for composition and + for the union operation. AUX is an auxiliary relation which contains the newly

generated tuples that are appended stepwise to CLOSURE in each iteration.

Although Naive Evaluation may provide the correct transitive closure of a relation, it gives a very bad performance.

In the following, we discuss some problems that arise when processing the TC-problem by means of Naive Evaluation

and analyze them, in order to point out some improvements that have influenced the development of our efficient

strategy.

• Avoidance of redundant workRedundant work occurs when rules are evaluated more than once based on the same

data, i.e., operations are repeated senselessly [Ba86, BR86]. Primarily, there are two possible causes for it. One

is the existence of cyclic data that directs the evaluation back to its start point (this will be discussed in some detail

later). The other lies in the awkwardness of an algorithm. This is just the case of Naive Evaluation, since the com-

putation of an i-th iteration repeats entirely what was done by the last iteration. Following the lines of the RA-pro-

gram given above we illustrate this problem as follows. "i" is used for expressing a loop index.

In the i-th iteration we have:



1) AUX i =  CLOSUREi-1 o BASIS

2) CLOSUREi =  CLOSUREi-1 + AUX i

and in the i+1-th iteration

3) AUX i+1 = CLOSUREi  o BASIS

4) CLOSUREi+1 = CLOSUREi +  AUX i+1

from 1) and 2):

5) CLOSUREi =  CLOSUREi-1 + CLOSUREi-1 o BASIS

from 2) and 3):

6) AUX i+1 = (CLOSUREi-1 + AUX i) o  BASIS

= CLOSUREi-1 o  BASIS  + AUX i o BASIS

from 4) and 6):

7) CLOSUREi+1 = CLOSUREi + CLOSUREi-1 o BASIS  + AUX i o BASIS

We see clearly that the part CLOSUREi+1 o BASIS, which was generated when computing AUXi and was added

to CLOSURE in the i-th iteration, is again computed when evaluating AUXi+1. This part is then unnecessarily ap-

pended to CLOSUREi+1 causing an expensive elimination of duplicate tuples.

It is obvious that such redundant work directly affects the efficiency of a strategy. For this reason, it should be

avoided as far as possible.

• Efficient evaluation of queries with constants

Up till now we have viewed the TC-problem as a whole TC-evaluation, e.g., "ancestors of all persons contained in

a base relation". However, most queries arising in practice refer only to parts of the transitive closure, e.g. "ances-

tors of Melina". Such queries are denoted queries with constants or partial transitive closure which involve selec-

tions on the underlying relations. The set of data which is necessary for evaluating each one of them is called rel-

evant data of the query.

There are basically two different methods for answering such queries. The first one, which is also the method that

is used by Naive Evaluation, computes the whole transitive closure and adds an extra selection at the end in order

to pick out the relevant part. The other method confines the computation to the relevant data from the very begin-

ning by using the query constants to generate a kind of "query-related transitive closure" [HQC88], thereby avoid-

ing superfluous computations. This method corresponds to a very important heuristic used in query optimization,

"perform selections as early as possible ", which creates better results in most cases.

In fact, constants represent a powerful filter that qualifies only those data relevant to the query. There are two pos-

sible types of such filters for a query with constants: the start filter which lays down a start point for the evaluation

of the query (e.g. "ancestors of John"), and the stop filter, which specifies a condition for a break criterion, i.e., the

evaluation should be stopped as soon as the condition is reached. A combination of both kinds of filter is also pos-

sible by determining whether there exists a path between two specified nodes (e.g. "is Mary an ancestor of John?").

When evaluating queries containing constants, the second method taking both filters into account is certainly the

most appropriate due to its better performance.

• Handling set oriented queries

Set oriented queries are those involving more than one constant, e.g. " ancestors of John and Melina", so that they

can be expressed as combinations (and, or, etc.) of isolated queries containing constants, this corresponds to find-

ing nodes that are reachable from a set of nodes rather than from a single specified node.

There are three ways to evaluate them. The first is to compute the whole TC and then to perform a selection de-

pendent on the combination of constants. This method which is used in Naive Evaluation is obviously inefficient,



because the constants are not taken into consideration from the very beginning. In the second method, a query for

each constant is separately processed and then the results combined in an appropriate manner. It shows better

performance than the first method, but is, however, still inefficient, since the combination of constants is considered

in a later stage. The third method which is in all cases more efficient pays attention to all constants and their com-

bination, so that the evaluation is performed only once right from the beginning.

• Processing cyclic data

Cycles are paths which originate and end at the same node of a graph. They occur very often in data of practical

applications as for example in traffic connections. Here, one can generally leave a city and return to it by following

different paths.

The processing of cyclic data creates an additional demand on a strategy. Since the evaluation returns to the start-

ing point, a strategy may repeat the evaluation, thereby doing a considerable amount of redundant work, and even

getting into a endless loop. To prevent this, one can either identify cycles in advance and handle them appropri-

ately or develop a strategy, that terminates evaluation of cycles once a node is reached twice.

It is quite difficult and expensive to identify cyclic data in advance. Furthermore, new checks are required every

time changes on the data are performed. For this reason, the second solution seems to be the only practical one.

A strategy should not be restricted to specific classes of data, but should work correctly on all types of data struc-

tures. Actually, this problem is not presented by Naive Evaluation, since the "newly generated tuple" are deter-

mined during the evaluation. By doing this, cyclic data leads the evaluation to the starting point, but generates no

new tuples.

• Fast convergence

The convergence factor of a strategy can be expressed by the number of iterations necessary to compute a tran-

sitive closure.

Observe the RA-program of Naive Evaluation, the search for reachability in a graph is performed by relational DB-

operations in a breadth first fashion. Therefore, when computing the transitive closure, the attained path length

normally grows monotonically with the number of iterations. In Naive Evaluation, for example, the computation

progresses by one step along the recursion depth in each iteration. In this sense, it presents a linear convergence

factor. In other words, for computing a transitive closure, Naive Evaluation needs as many iterations as the recur-

sion depth of the base relation.

However, the convergence factor of a strategy does not always have to be linear. A possibility for improving the

efficiency of a strategy is to increase its convergence factor thereby speeding up its evaluation process.

3. The LOGA + Strategy

3.1 The Algorithm

Based on the discussion of section 2, we now present a new strategy called LOGA+. In this strategy, high efficiency

is achieved mainly by speeding up the evaluation process, as well as by dealing with queries containing constants

appropriately. In our algorithm, a temporary relation, DELTA, which is joined with itself during each iteration, has been

introduced. This join doubles the recursion depth of DELTA (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . .) in each iteration, so that the evaluation

process reaches the recursion depth very quickly. Additionally, before entering the iteration process, a selection on

the basis of the query constants is performed so that only the relevant data is qualified and further propagated (use

of a start filter). Evaluation terminates as soon as the complete answer has been found, which may consider the spec-

ification of a stop filter.

The LOGA+ can be formulated as the following iterative program :

DELTA := BASIS



CLOSURE := Selection1 {BASIS}

repeat

AUX := CLOSURE o DELTA

CLOSURE := CLOSURE + AUX

DELTA := DELTA o DELTA

unti l (No generation of new tuple in CLOSURE) or (DELTA = ∅) or

"Stop filter condition satisfied"

CLOSURE := Selection2 {CLOSURE}

In the program, BASIS represents the input relation and CLOSURE the result. At first, DELTA is initialized to BASIS,

and CLOSURE is built by selecting its relevant data from BASIS. That is, if the queries require the whole transitive

closure, CLOSURE contains all tuples of BASIS; if there are constants in the queries, these are considered by the

selection already mentioned. AUX holds the newly generated tuples in each iteration that are then appended to CLO-

SURE. During the computation, CLOSURE initially holds the intermediate results but at the end holds the complete

answer for the query. The process terminates either when CLOSURE stabilizes or DELTA becomes empty or the end

filter condition expressed in the query is satisfied.

The result of a whole TC-computation is given stepwise as follows:

After the first iteration:

AUX1  = CLOSURE0 o DELTA0  =  BASIS1  o  BASIS1 =  BASIS2

CLOSURE1  = CLOSURE0 + AUX1  =  BASIS1 + BASIS2

DELTA1  =  DELTA0 o DELTA0  =  BASIS o  BASIS  =  BASIS2

After the second iteration:

AUX2 = CLOSURE1 o DELTA1  =  (BASIS1 + BASIS2) o BASIS2 =  BASIS3 +  BASIS4

CLOSURE2  =  CLOSURE1 +  AUX2  =  BASIS1 +  BASIS2 + BASIS3 +  BASIS4

DELTA2  =  DELTA1 o DELTA1  =  BASIS2 o  BASIS2  =  BASIS4

After the k-th iteration

AUXk    =

CLOSUREk  =

DELTAk  =

So log2N iterations for a base relation with recursion depth N are necessary.

In the following we display some characteristics of LOGA+:

1. LOGA+ is easily understood and can be effectively implemented by tailored operations in a DB-environment.

2. It presents a very high convergence factor by means of which only log2N iterations are necessary for a base

relation with recursion depth N, while most of the existing strategies need N or even 2N times.

3. Redundant work is greatly reduced by generating non identical tuples of DELTA in each iteration.

∑
2 k

i=2k-1
BASISi

+1

∑
2 k

i=1
BASISi

BASIS2 k



4. Queries with constants are efficiently processed by performing an early selection to pick out relevant data as well

as by using query constants as termination conditions to finish the evaluation as soon as possible.

5. Set-oriented queries are also efficiently evaluated by appropriately selecting the relevant data during initializa-

tion. It is obvious that LOGA+ is adequate for computing a whole TC as well, if a user wishes it.

6. Termination is guaranteed even in the case of cyclic data by determining the stability of CLOSURE.

Here, we should mention that the proposed algorithm might seem to be similar to the smart algorithm which was de-

scribed by means of an operator model in [Io86]. However, the smart algorithm has been developed mainly consid-

ering the complete computation of a TC, and furthermore, [Io86] makes no explicit statements about the conditions

for termination. LOGA+, on the other hand, also aims at the evaluation of queries with constants, presenting an ac-

ceptable performance in these cases (See section 4.2).

3.2 The Proof of the Correctness of the Algorithm

In this section, we would like to prove that LOGA+ produces the right and the complete answer for a query indepen-

dent of the data being processed. For sake of simplicity, we demonstrate this by means of the computation of a whole

TC.

Firstly we introduce the notion of "path class" and "distance class" from [He86] (Notice that the symbol "+" is inter-

changeably used as an arithmetical operation and as DB operation).

Definition:

(1) W[j] := Bj (path class)
This is a relation that contains couples composed of a start node and an end node in the graph having the path

length j.

(2) A[j] := Bj / (B1+B2+ . . . Bj-1) (distance class)
This is a relation containing all couples of a start node and an end node in the graph having j as the length of the

shortest path between them.

(3) W[i . . .j] := W[i] + W[i+1] + . . . W[j]

This is a relation that contains all couples of start and end nodes in a graph having paths with the length L and i

< L < j .

(4) A[i . . .j] := A[i] + A[i+1] + . . . A[j]

This is a relation that contains all couples of start and end nodes in a graph having the shortest paths with length

L and i < L < j.

From the definitions above, properties of the path class and distance class are derived in [He86]. We list two of them

that are necessary for our proof:

(5) (W[a] + W[b]) o W[c] = (W[a] o W[c]) + (W[b] o W[c])

(6) W[i] o W[j] = W[i+j]

The following invariant holds during the evaluation:

CLOSURE i   =  W[1 . . . 2i],

DELTAi    =   W[2j]

Proof by induction on i:

i = o :



CLOSUREo = W[1],

DELTAo = W[1]

i ---> i + 1

AUX i+1 = CLOSUREi o DELTA i

= W[1 . . . 2i] o W[2i]

= (W[1] + W[2] + . . . + W[2i]) o W[2i] from (3)

= (W[1] o W[ 2i]) + (W[2] o W[ 2i]) + . . . + (W[ 2i] o W[ 2i]) from (5)

= W[ 2i+1] + W[ 2i+2] + . . . W[ 2i+1] from (6)

= W[( 2i+1),( 2i+2) . . . 2i+1)] from (3)

DELTA i+1 = DELTAi o DELTA i

=  W[ 2i] o W[ 2i]

= W[ 2i+1] from (6)

CLOSURE i+1 = CLOSUREi + AUX i+1

= W[1 . . . 2i] + W[(2i +1),(2i+2) . . . 2i+1]

= W[1] + W[2] + . .  W[ 2i+1] from (3)

= W[1 . . . 2i+1] from (3)

That is, after the i+1th iteration CLOSURE contains all paths of length L where L < 2i+1. Finally, CLOSURE holds the

transitive closure of the base relation; i.e., all reachable nodes for each node in the base graph.

4. Performance Comparison

In order to show the features of LOGA+ not only theoretically, we have done some performance measurements com-

paring it with a number of proposed strategies, in order to provide us with a quantitative estimate for the performance

of LOGA+ relative to the others. For this comparison, we have chosen the following strategies:

Naive Evaluation (ne) [Ba86],

Semi Naive Evaluation (sne) [Ba86],

Delta Transformation (dt) [Ba85],

Recursive Query/Subquery (rqsq) [Vi86],

Static Filtering (sf) [KL86, BR86],

Generalized Magic Sets (gms) [BMSU86, BR88b],

Generalized Counting (gc) [SZ87, BR88b],

Generalized Supplementary Magic Sets (gmsc) [BR88b] and

Generalized Supplementary Counting (gsc) [BR88b].

Notice that some of the above strategies can also be used for evaluating more complex recursive queries. An analysis

of such queries is however beyond the scope of this paper. In this section, we firstly describe our measurements and

then give an interpretation of the results. It is important to mention that we have considered specified constants, "mov-



ing" them in the evaluation, when computing recursive queries with the Semi Naive and Delta Transformation. Al-

though such consideration cannot be generalized to more complex recursive queries, it is possible for TC-problem,

and is, for this reason, significant for our measurement purposes.

4.1 Framework of the Measurements

In our context, we have chosen some typical rules defining a TC-problem and a query with a constant which often

occurs in practical application. Hence, we have the following workload:

           rules: CLOSURE(X,Y) ← BASIS(X,Y)

CLOSURE(X,Y) ← CLOSURE(X,Z), BASIS(Z,Y)

           query: ?CLOSURE(const, X)

In our performance evaluation, we assume that the base relation is binary. A real relation may not be binary, but for

most transitive closure queries, only two attributes are involved in the iterative processing. Therefore, it is beneficial

to obtain a projection of the relation on these two attributes, before iteratively processing the  relation .

As already mentioned in sect. 1, the discussed recursion strategies are primarily used in the context of a DBS in order

to extend its functions to that of a DDBS. Therefore we have chosen a DBS for the execution of the various strategies.

The DB consisted of a single relation; its size was determined to capture the essential effects of the algorithms run-

ning on the different structure types. We didn’t aim at measuring the I/O behavior of our algorithms as a function of

the problem size. We rather focussed on the investigation of their run time in a DB environment where a large portion

(or even all) of the data is kept in the DB buffer to avoid data replacement as much as possible. Since the size of the

DB buffer remained fixed for all measurements, we derived comparable results for all algorithms to be processed on

a given structure type.

The actual measurements were performed on the commercial DBS INGRES [Da87] in single-user mode under UNIX.

The different recursion algorithms were implemented in C with embedded EQUEL-statements (simulating the RA-

operators). The DB buffer size was chosen to be 23 pages (default size) where a page of 2048 bytes is the unit of

transfer between the DB buffer and external memory.

We have characterized the test data by the following parameters:

Nedge: number of the edges in the base graph, equally representing the cardinality of the base re-

lation.

L: the length of the longest path in the base graph, expressing the recursion depth of the base

relation.

Nedge/Nnode: ratio of the number of the edges and the number of the nodes, defining in some sense the

complexity of the graph.



Structures like list, cycle, full binary tree and random graphs were used to construct the graphs for the measurement.

The parameters in Table 1 characterize such structures:

To construct the graphs, that is, the tuples with the corresponding relationships, we developed a graph generator that

accepts the above parameters as input and randomly creates attribute values with a uniform distribution, according

to the specified parameter values. Moreover, isolated nodes in a graph are excluded, but (n:m) - relationships, cyclic

and asynchronous data are considered. Hence, the result is a relation managed by INGRES which reflects the struc-

ture type unter consideration.

The varying ranges of the parameter values are listed in parentheses in Tab.1, where the number of the tuples in the

base relation varied max. to 2046. In the cases of List and Cycle, the size of DB was chosen to be very small, but it

can turned out to be sufficient to demonstrate the behavior of the strategies depending on the parameter chosen.

4.2 Results and Interpretation

In this text we focus on the performance behavior of LOGA+ and therefore do not pay so much attention to the other

strategies. A detailed analysis of them can be found in [Ya89].

With the first measurement we investigated the dependence of the algorithm’s efficiency on the recursion depth of

the data. Therefore, in this case, the test database contained a list with a length varying from 5 to 40 in steps of 8. A

constant for the queries was always the head element of the list. Figure 1 shows the results of this experiment. Notice

that LOGA+ is not as sensitive to the recursion depth as the other strategies. That is, with an increasing recursion

depth LOGA+ shows a better performance behavior in comparison to the other strategies. This is due to it’s conver-

gence factor. Instead of N or even 2N iterations that are necessary in most strategies, LOGA+ needs only log2N

iterations for TC-computation of a relation having recursion depth N.

Structure
type

Parameters Remarks

List

Cycle

Full binary

tree

random graph

List length (5 to 40)

Cycle length (5 to 40)

tree depth (2 to 10) and

number of tuples (6 to 2046)

complexity of a graph

Nedge/Nnode (0.6 to 1.4)

Nedge = Nnode , L = Nedge

Nedge = Nnode - 1, L = Nedge

Nedge = Nnode -1

Nedge = 2L+1 - 2

each node in the graph has 1/2
Nedge/Nnode entering edges

and leaving edges on average.

Tab. 1: Data characterization



The second experiment explored, in particular, the behavior of the algorithms when dealing with cyclic data. For this

reason, the test database was initialized with a cycle having a variable path length. Except for existence of a cycle,

the set of data is similar to the one used in the first experiment. Because of this, figure 2 looks just like figure 1, how-

ever with slightly increase of cost caused by a larger number of tuples that are kept in the temporary relations due to

the cyclic data.

The next experiment studied the sensitivity of the algorithms to the amount of data being processed. We initialized

our test database with a full binary tree, having its height as the recursion depth, because queries were always stated

at the root of the tree. Since the number of tuples increase exponentially with the height of the tree, the amount of

data plays a key role in this case. Figure 3 shows the result of this experiment (Fig. 3.2 is an enlargement of the shad-

ow part in Fig 3.1). It has been demonstrated that LOGA+ still shows a good behavior, however not differing from

other strategies (dt, sf, sne) as much as in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. This is due to the fact that LOGA+ accelerates the eval-

uation by an exponential convergence factor but has to deal, however, with more tuples in each iteration. This is clear-

ly shown in the case of large amounts of da-

ta.

Fig. 1: Comparison of the strategies
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Another experiment studied the case of queries with constants in which the part of relevant data varied. Figure 4 il-

lustrates its result. The test database held a binary tree having a fixed height of 10, but we have stated the queries

at different subtrees of the base relation. By doing this, the amount of relevant data varied from 100 % to 0.2 %. We

see from Fig. 4 that LOGA+ is not very sensitive to the variation of the amount of relevant data. This is because the

computation of Delta = Delta * Delta always considers the entire data of the base relation, in spite of the selection for

CLOSURE before the iteration. Notice that we did not measure Naive Evaluation in this experiment, since it computes

in all cases the whole TC and then selects the correct answers.

The last experiment gives a comparison of the algorithms in terms of the connectivity of the data. The test database

was loaded with randomly generated graphs having a variable relationship between edges and nodes by keeping the

number of edges fixed, and the recursion depth of the relation equal to 10 (figure 5). We see that LOGA+ is relatively

sensitive to the complexity of a graph. After the relationship Nedge/Nnode is greater than 1, the cost of LOGA+ is not

very low.

Our emphasis was on a uniform environment for all strategies to be compared. Therefore the relative performance

difference in Fig. 1 to Fig. 5 are indicative for the quality of the different strategies. An evaluation of their "absolute"

performance behavior would have required the consideration of much more parameters (e.g. different DB buffer siz-

es) which was beyond the scope of our study.

Finally to be noticed is that the group of the optimization strategies including gms, gc, gsms and gsc gives worse per-

formance behavior in some cases than Naive Evaluation. These strategies try to optimize by means of a search for

the relevant data using the specified query constant and then compute the whole TC of the relevant data. In our ex-

periments (Fig. 1, 2 and 3) all data is relevant to the query, thus a search for relevant data brings nothing but a rise

in cost. This is further discussed in [Ya89].

5. Conclusion and Outlook

Transitive closure operation has been widely recognized as a necessary extension to relational query languages. In

this paper, we have discussed some important aspects to be considered when developing an algorithm for the com-

putation of the transitive closure of a relation. These are referred to as the fast convergence, the prevention of redun-

dant work, processing of queries with constants including set-oriented ones, and handling of cyclic data. Following,

we presented the LOGA+ algorithm for TC-computation and the results of a set of measurements, comparing it with
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some other strategies. LOGA+ is an improvement on Naive Evaluation that can be effectively used as an algorithm

for TC computation. It shows good performance, particularly for data with large recursion depth. Certainly, some fur-

ther improvements are necessary in order to make it also very efficient in processing data with a high degree of in-

terconnection.

From a practical point of view, many recursive queries refer not only to pure reachability computation but also to some

additional information e.g. the shortest paths in a graph. Such queries are called generalized transitive closure

[DB86], and their processing deserves extra attention on some issues, e.g. loss of path information by merging im-

mediate results of computation. Solving such kind of problems is also a topic that deserves some further research.
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